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CapaImages - The Safe Way to an Always 
Updated Windows Image.
Tired of spending time and resources keeping 
your Windows Images fully updated?

The combination of CapaImages and Capa-
Installer puts you in the driving seat when it 
comes to secure security. With CapaImages 
you can skip the monthly security update of 
your images and let CapaSystems handle that.

SECURITY UPDATES
The large amount of security patches has increased over the 
years. The constant need for updating the Windows OS Images 
has become a time-consuming task. CapaSystems monitors 
releases of updates and patches for you and ensures that you 
are informed as soon as new images are ready for download.

YOUR ACCESS TO UPDATED WINDOWS IMAGES
CapaImages for CapaInstaller makes it easy, cheap and safe 
for you to be up-to-date with the security updates and patches 
for your Windows Images.

CapaImages - The Safe Way to Always Updated Windows Images
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DELIVERY RESULTS
You download pre-prepared standard images from a website 
where CapaImages for CapaInstaller are available. Images are 
created and thoroughly tested by experienced CapaSystems 
consultants who know and understand the needs of end-users 
as well as CapaInstaller administrators.

Which images are available?

• Windows 7 - Enterprise – DA/EN - 64-bit
• Windows 10 - Enterprise – DA/EN - 64-bit
• Windows 10 - Professional – DA/EN - 64-bit
 
It is always the latest version of Windows 10 (e.g. 1709) that 
is kept up to date.

All images are 100% hardware-independent, made in virtual 
environment and built in WorkGroup, thus there are no 
traces of domain policies and other.

It is a prerequisite that you as a customer have a valid 
Windows license agreement with Microsoft.

A subscription to CapaImages is signed for a minimum of 1 
year at a time.

All images will be available on https://capapacks.capasys-
tems.com/#/login

Should thereafter be individual customization, 
CapaSystems’ consultants will of course be available if 
you do not want to spend time on this.

CapaSystems Images

CAPAIMAGES LETS YOU:
  Be sure that your Windows Images have all necessary 

security updates.
  Save time and resources on preparing and creating new 

images.


